2018 – 2019 JUDGING RUBRIC

JUDGE PANEL:

• André Blackman
• Dr. Alyssa Todaro rooks
• Thomas Garson
• Arnold Miller
• Ed Woods

Name of Presenter(s):
__________________________________________________________________

Presentation Topic:
__________________________________________________________________

CRITERIA: Please score the below criterion based on both the written abstract as well as presentation on a scale from 1-5, with 1 being poor and 5 being excellent.

Problem: How effective was the problem statement presented?

1  2  3  4  5

Solution: What is the proposed innovative solution? Why is it important? How will it be implemented in the field? Is the solution feasible?

1  2  3  4  5
**Innovation:** How is the idea new and innovative?

1 2 3 4 5

**Based in Evidence:** How is the solution evidence-based? Why will it work?

1 2 3 4 5

**Impact:** What are the current or expected outcomes, and how these outcomes are or will be measured?

1 2 3 4 5

**Team:** Who is leading the project? What expertise do they have in the space? What expertise do mentors (if applicable) have in this space?

1 2 3 4 5

**Presentation:** How well did the applicants present their topic to the judges? Were they able to sufficiently answer questions that judges may have?

1 2 3 4 5

**TOTAL SCORE:**